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Daughters of Sparta Oct 29 2019 THE NATIONAL BESTSELLER! For
millennia, men have told the legend of the woman whose face launched a
thousand ships—but now it's time to hear her side of the story.
Daughters of Sparta is a tale of secrets, love, and tragedy from the
women behind mythology's most devastating war, the infamous Helen
and her sister Klytemnestra. As princesses of Sparta, Helen and
Klytemnestra have known nothing but luxury and plenty. With their high
birth and unrivaled beauty, they are the envy of all of Greece. But such
privilege comes at a cost. While still only girls, the sisters are separated
and married to foreign kings of their father's choosing—the powerful
Agamemnon, and his brother Menelaos. Yet even as Queens, each is only
expected to do two things: birth an heir and embody the meek, demure
nature that is expected of women. But when the weight of their
husbands' neglect, cruelty, and ambition becomes too heavy to bear,
Helen and Klytemnestra must push against the constraints of their
society to carve new lives for themselves, and in doing so, make waves
that will ripple throughout the next three thousand years. Daughters of
Sparta is a vivid and illuminating reimagining of the Siege of Troy, told
through the perspectives of two women whose voices have been ignored
for far too long. "Required reading for fans of Circe, and a remarkable,
thrilling debut." —Fiona Davis, New York Times bestselling author of The
Lions of Fifth Avenue “[A] gorgeous retelling of the classic Greek myth...
Absolutely riveting!” —Alka Joshi, New York Times bestselling author of
The Henna Artist
Mesopotamian Mythology Jun 29 2022 Do you know that the
Mesopotamians did not believe in life after death? Or that their Queen of
the Underworld and their arrogant God of War and Pestilence had an
epic love story? In this collection, you will enjoy the epic stories of
Ancient Mesopotamia that echoed through other great works like the
Bible and the Odyssey. The Sumerian belief system offers a fascinating
insight into the lives of these ancient people as they struggled to
establish the first empires of man. Some of the fantastic stories included
are: - The Epic of Gilgamesh: The adventure of Gilgamesh, a tyrannical
king who is blessed with a true friend and companion, Enkidu. As they
set out to make their names, the young men encounter demons, gods and
goddesses, and death. It is the first recorded hero's epic! - Creation
Myths: The Ancient Mesopotamians had a vivid idea of their origins.
Learn how they saw their role in the cosmos and interpreted events in
their lives. - The Descent of Ishtar: No good collection of myths would be
complete without a trip to the Underworld. In this myth, the Queen of
Heaven is not content with her lot and seeks to gain the power of the
Underworld as well. - The Epic of Etana - One of the original actionadventure stories is the story of Etana. Through divine providence, Etana
is elevated from shepherd to king but cannot conceive an heir. With help
from the gods and a less than honorable giant eagle, he seeks to find the
plant that will let his wife bear him a child. - Ereshkigal and Nergal:
Stories of star-crossed lovers are common enough, but the
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Mesopotamian version has a unique twist. Ereshkigal and Nergal are the
most unlikely of bedfellows! And so much more! These stories and many
more are compiled in story form in Mesopotamian Mythology: Classic
stories from the Sumerian Mythology, Akkadian Mythology, Babylonian
Mythology and Assyrian Mythology. Get your copy and dive into this
fascinating world today!
Celtic Mythology May 17 2021 Everything You Need To Know About
Celtic Mythology, Heroes & Monsters Is Here! Do you want to learn
everything about Celtic myths and Gods? Now you can follow the origins
of the Celts, explore their unique myths and dive into a world of Gods,
Monsters and Heroes! In this all-inclusive guide to Celtic Mythology, you
will be able to follow the adventures of the Celts through history and
understand the true meaning behind popular myths. This comprehensive
Celtic Mythology guide will allow you to embark on an epic adventure
through: Introduction to the Celts The Mythological Cycle: The Children
of Lir and The Wooing of Étain The Ulster Cycle: The Life of Cú Chulainn
The Fenian Cycle: Stories of Finn mac Cúmhaill The Kings' Cycle: Stories
of Cormac mac Airt Welsh Mythology: The Four Branches of Mabinogi
and Classic Welsh Myths If you are looking for the most exciting, spinetingling and awe-inspiring myths, Gods, Goddesses, Heroes and Monster
stories from Celtic Mythology, then this detailed guide is exactly what
you need! Click "Buy Now" & Prepare Yourself For The Adventure Of A
Lifetime!
Japanese Mythology Apr 27 2022 Are you interested in learning about
Japanese mythology? Are you intrigued by the culture of Japan? Are you
looking for some interesting stories to read? If you answered yes to any
of these questions, then you are going to want to continue reading.
Japanese mythology, like most other mythology, as permeated a lot of
their culture today. The stories are still told, and while it isn't taught in
school like Greek mythology, it does provide a learning opportunity.
Their mythology is filled with creation stories, stories of the Underworld,
and many other magical stories. You will also find that a lot of their
myths are similar to some of our mainstream fairy tales, such as Tom
Thumb. This book is going to take you through several of their most
popular myths, but not before discussing the history of Japanese
mythology. Since the stories come from translations, there are words
that we will go over to make sure that you can understand the stories. In
this book you will learn: The history of Japanese mythology What Kamis
are and the role they play in the myths Important words that you need to
know The story about the one-inch boy The story about how the Gods
were born The creation story for day and night The story about the
strong boy and much more. These myths are great from adults and
children alike. They give you an insight into a culture that is full of
traditions. These myths are like nothing you have ever read before. You
will find that Japanese mythology is not based in only one belief system.
These myths and folktales are based in their Shinto and Buddhist
traditions. The origin stories within Japanese mythology can vary
because the different traditions view them differently. Those aren't the
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mythology's only influences. The thousands of years that Japan has had
with Korea, China, Ainu, and Okinawan myths have also played a big role
in their mythology. You will find that a lot of their myths are tied to the
agriculture and the topography of the region. A lot of their myths and
traditions have come from the Kojiki and the Nihon Shoki. The latter is
the oldest surviving account of the Japan's legends, history, and myths.
Within Japanese mythology, they also explain the origin of the Imperial
Family. This has been historically used in order to assign godhood to the
imperial line. Given the fact that for much of Japan's history, their
communities were mainly isolated from one another, individual legends
and myths were created to showed the unique aspects of each location.
There are actually some places that are mentioned in these stories that
can be visited in real life. As you can see from this little bit of
information, there is a lot to be learned in Japanese mythology. Whether
you are looking to learn some new or if you are just looking for
something entertaining to read, this book has something for you. These
stories can be shared with children, and are a great way to spend some
time. Don't wait any longer. Scroll up right now and click on the "buy
now" button.
Greek Mythology Explained Mar 27 2022 A unique retelling of Greek
mythological tales featuring love, betrayal, murder and ruthless
ambitions—for fans of George R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones. Discover
six classic Greek myths in this exciting retelling that paints both famous
and lesser-known characters in a whole new light. Follow the likes of
Odysseus, Lamia, Bellerophon, Icarus, Medusa and Artemis as their fates
are revealed through bloody trials, gut-wrenching betrayals, sinister
motives and broken hearts. With an accessible writing style that delves
into the thoughts, feelings, desires, and motivations of every character,
these mythical figures and their compelling stories will resonate with
readers as they are guided through perilous and tragic adventures.
Greek Mythology Explained provides an in-depth analysis of each story
told as it unravels the greater themes and valuable lessons hidden within
each chapter. Inside these pages, you’ll . . . Sail with Odysseus as he
navigates through the straits of Messina with a terrifying monster on
each side, intent only on killing him and his crew. Witness Lamia’s world
turned upside down as she loses her kingdom, her children and her
humanity. Journey with Bellerophon as he battles the Chimera and
becomes the hero that he was destined to be. Take flight with Icarus and
Daedalus as they escape their confinement and the Cretan navy. Follow
Medusa as she loses faith in the gods and becomes the monster she so
adamantly wished to protect her people from. Experience the love
between Artemis and Orion, as well as the bitter jealousy it spawns at the
core of her brother Apollo.
So Many Beginnings: A Little Women Remix Jun 25 2019 Four young
Black sisters come of age during the American Civil War in So Many
Beginnings, a warm and powerful YA remix of the classic novel Little
Women, by national bestselling author Bethany C. Morrow. North
Carolina, 1863. As the American Civil War rages on, the Freedpeople's
Colony of Roanoke Island is blossoming, a haven for the recently
emancipated. Black people have begun building a community of their
own, a refuge from the shadow of the "old life." It is where the March
family has finally been able to safely put down roots with four young
daughters: Meg, a teacher who longs to find love and start a family of her
own. Jo, a writer whose words are too powerful to be contained. Beth, a
talented seamstress searching for a higher purpose. Amy, a dancer eager
to explore life outside her family's home. As the four March sisters come
into their own as independent young women, they will face first love,
health struggles, heartbreak, and new horizons. But they will face it all
together. Praise for So Many Beginnings: A Little Women Remix
"Morrow’s ability to take the lingering stain of slavery on American
history and use it as a catalyst for unbreakable love and resilience is
flawless. That she has remixed a canonical text to do so only further
illuminates the need to critically question who holds the pen in telling
our nation’s story." —Booklist, starred review "Bethany C. Morrow's
prose is a sharpened blade in a practiced hand, cutting to the core of our
nation's history. ... A devastatingly precise reimagining and a joyful
celebration of sisterhood. A narrative about four young women who
unreservedly deserve the world, and a balm for wounds to Black lives
and liberty." —Tracy Deonn, New York Times-bestselling author of
Legendborn "A tender and beautiful retelling that will make you fall in
love with the foursome all over again." —Tiffany D. Jackson, New York
Times-bestselling author of White Smoke and Grown
Greek Myths Dec 24 2021 A brilliantly original, landmark retelling of
Greek myths, recounted as if they were actual scenes being woven into
textiles by the women who feature prominently in them—including
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Athena, Helen, Circe and Penelope “Greek myths were full of powerful
witches, unpredictable gods and sword-wielding slayers. They were also
extreme: about families who turn murderously on each other; impossible
tasks set by cruel kings; love that goes wrong; wars and journeys and
terrible loss. There was magic, there was shape-shifting, there were
monsters, there were descents to the land of the dead. Humans and
immortals inhabited the same world, which was sometimes perilous,
sometimes exciting. “The stories were obviously fantastical. All the same,
brothers really do war with each other. People tell the truth but aren’t
believed. Wars destroy the innocent. Lovers are parted. Parents endure
the grief of losing children. Women suffer violence at the hands of men.
The cleverest of people can be blind to what is really going on. The law of
the land can contradict what you know to be just. Mysterious diseases
devastate cities. Floods and fire tear lives apart. “For the Greeks, the
word muthos simply meant a traditional tale. In the twenty-first century,
we have long left behind the political and religious framework in which
these stories first circulated—but their power endures. Greek myths
remain true for us because they excavate the very extremes of human
experience: sudden, inexplicable catastrophe; radical reversals of
fortune; and seemingly arbitrary events that transform lives. They deal,
in short, in the hard, basic facts of the human condition.” —from the
Introduction
Ingri and Edgar Parin D'Aulaire's Book of Greek Myths Aug 20 2021 Text
and illustrations by Caldecott winners Ingri and Edgar Parin d'Aulaire
depict the gods, goddesses, and legendary figures of ancient Greece.
Treasury of Greek Mythology Nov 03 2022 Combines retellings of classic
Greek tales with detailed illustrations in an introduction to mythology
that is complemented by informative sidebars containing character
profiles, historical insights, and cultural facts.
A Handbook to the Reception of Classical Mythology Aug 27 2019 A
Handbook to the Reception of Classical Mythology presents a collection
of essays that explore a wide variety of aspects of Greek and Roman
myths and their critical reception from antiquity to the present day.
Reveals the importance of mythography to the survival, dissemination,
and popularization of classical myth from the ancient world to the
present day Features chronologically organized essays that address
different sets of myths that were important in each historical era, along
with their thematic relevance Features chronologically organized essays
that address different sets of myths that were important in each
historical era, along with their thematic relevance Offers a series of
carefully selected in-depth readings, including both popular and less
well-known examples
The Complete World of Greek Mythology (The Complete Series) Apr 03
2020 A full, authoritative, and wholly engaging account of these
endlessly fascinating tales and of the ancient society in which they were
created. Greek myths are among the most complex and influential stories
ever told. From the first millennium BC until today, the myths have been
repeated in an inexhaustible series of variations and reinterpretations.
They can be found in the latest movies and television shows and in
software for interactive computer games. This book combines a retelling
of Greek myths with a comprehensive account of the world in which they
developed—their themes, their relevance to Greek religion and society,
and their relationship to the landscape. "Contexts, Sources, Meanings"
describes the main literary and artistic sources for Greek myths, and
their contexts, such as ritual and theater. "Myths of Origin" includes
stories about the beginning of the cosmos, the origins of the gods, the
first humans, and the founding of communities. "The Olympians: Power,
Honor, Sexuality" examines the activities of all the main divinities.
"Heroic exploits" concentrates on the adventures of Perseus, Jason,
Herakles, and other heroes. "Family sagas" explores the dramas and
catastrophes that befall heroes and heroines. "A Landscape of Myths"
sets the stories within the context of the mountains, caves, seas, and
rivers of Greece, Crete, Troy, and the Underworld. "Greek Myths after
the Greeks" describes the rich tradition of retelling, from the Romans,
through the Renaissance, to the twenty-first century. Complemented by
lavish illustrations, genealogical tables, box features, and specially
commissioned drawings, this will be an essential book for anyone
interested in these classic tales and in the world of the ancient Greeks.
Classical Mythology A to Z Sep 20 2021 An encyclopedic A-to-Z guide,
this beautifully illustrated volume offers hundreds of rich, fascinating
definitions of 700 major and minor characters, creatures, and places of
classical mythology. Classical Mythology A-to-Z is a comprehensive and
engrossing guide to Greek and Roman mythology. Written by Annette
Giesecke, PhD, Professor of Classics and Chair of Ancient Greek and
Roman Studies at the University of Delaware, this brilliant reference
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offers clear explanations of every character and locale, and captures the
essence of these timeless tales. From the gods and goddesses of Mount
Olympus and the heroes of the Trojan War to the nymphs, monsters, and
other mythical creatures that populate these ancient stories, Giesecke
recounts, with clarity and energy, the details of more than 700
characters and places. Each definition includes cross-references to
related characters, locations, and myths, as well their equivalent in
Roman mythology and cult. In addition to being an important standalone
work, Classical Mythology A-to-Z is also written, designed, and
illustrated to serve as an essential companion to the bestselling
illustrated 75th-anniversary edition of Mythology by Edith Hamilton,
including 10 full-color plates and 2-color illustrations throughout by
artist Jim Tierney.
A Bestiary of Monsters in Greek Mythology Jan 31 2020 The aim of this
book is to explore the realm of the imaginary world of Greek mythology
and present the reader with a categorization of monstrosity, referring to
some of the most noted examples in each category.
100 Characters from Classical Mythology May 05 2020 Mindexpanding and entertaining, this intriguing book charts 100 of the most
important characters from Greco-Roman mythology, from the primordial
deities to the great gods of Olympus and the shadowy inhabitants of
Hades. Addressing universal themes such as love, jealousy, anger,
ambition, deceit, and beauty, their stories are as relevant today as they
were in ancient times.
The Penguin Book of Classical Myths Jul 27 2019 The figures and
events of classical myths underpin our culture and the constellations
named after them fill the night sky. Whether it’s the raging Minotaur
trapped in the Cretan labyrinth or the twelve labours of Hercules,
Aphrodite’s birth from the waves or Zeus visiting Danae as a shower of
gold, the mythology of Greece and Rome is full of unforgettable stories.
All the stories of the Greek tragedies – Oedipus, Medea, Antigone – are
there; all the events of the Trojan wars and of Odysseus and Aeneas’ epic
journeys; the founding of Athens and of Rome... These are the strangest
tales of love, war, betrayal and heroism ever told and, while brilliantly
retelling them, this book shows how they echo through the works of
much later writers from Chaucer and Shakespeare to Camus and Ted
Hughes. Full of attractive illustrations and laid out in eighteen clear
chapters (the titles include ‘Dangerous Women’ and ‘Heroes’), Dr
Jennifer March has written a fascinating guide to the myths of classical
civilization that is as readable as a novel.
Zeus Grants Stupid Wishes Jul 19 2021 Get this: Cronus liked to eat
babies. Narcissus probably should have just learned to masturbate. Odin
got construction discounts with bestiality. Isis had bad taste in jewelry.
Ganesh was the very definition of an unplanned pregnancy. And Abraham
was totally cool about stabbing his kid in the face. All our lives, we’ve
been fed watered-down, PC versions of the classic myths. In reality,
mythology is more screwed up than a schizophrenic shaman doing hits of
unidentified…wait, it all makes sense now. In Zeus Grants Stupid Wishes,
Cory O’Brien, creator of Myths RETOLD!, sets the stories straight. These
are rude, crude, totally sacred texts told the way they were meant to be
told: loudly, and with lots of four-letter words. Skeptical? Here are a few
more gems to consider: • Zeus once stuffed an unborn fetus inside his
thigh to save its life after he exploded its mother by being too good in
bed. • The entire Egyptian universe was saved because Sekhmet just got
too hammered to keep murdering everyone. • The Hindu universe is run
by a married couple who only stop murdering in order to throw sweet
dance parties…on the corpses of their enemies. • The Norse goddess
Freyja once consented to a four-dwarf gangbang in exchange for one
shiny necklace. And there’s more dysfunctional goodness where that
came from.
Egyptian Mythology Jul 07 2020 Would you like to learn how Egyptian's
believe the world was created? Are you interested in learning about
Egyptian gods and goddesses and the role they play in the universe? If
you answered yes to any of the questions, then you are going to want to
continue reading. Egyptian mythology are stories and beliefs that come
ancient Egypt. It describes the actions of the gods and goddesses as a
way to understand the world. The beliefs of these stories played an
important role in ancient Egyptian religion. These myths can be
frequently seen in Egyptian art and writing, especially in short stories
and religious material. Most of the time these sources only contain a
brief fragment of the myth. Ancient Egyptians were inspired by the cycle
of nature. Their earliest versions of time were seen as linear, and their
myths are set in this type of time. The myths set the pattern of time
cycles that are now used. Egyptian myths are fascinating to learn about
and some of the most common stories to hear about are the ones
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involving Ra, Osiris, Isis, Horus, and Set. There are also recurring
themes within the myths. This book is here to teach you about some of
the most and important interesting things of Egyptian mythology. In this
book you will learn about: The creation story The history of Egyptian
mythology Egyptian gods and goddesses Story about Horus and Set - A
Mythical Murder Plot The Book of Thoth Anubis How the mythology
affects the Egyptian people The Prince and The Sphinx ... And much
more. Just like with any other mythology, the details of these events
differ greatly from one to the next. There are some that even comes off
as contradictory. That means there is a chance that you may have heard
one of these stories before, but this version is different than what you are
used to. It doesn't mean one is wrong. This is just what happens after
stories have been told from centuries and translated many times. To that
end, the develop of the Egyptian myths are hard to trace as well, but
we've done the best we can. You will learn something new and amazing
in this book. The majority of Egyptian myths are metaphorical, and look
to translate the actions and essence of deities into terms that humans
can understand. You will also come to learn that a lot of their stories and
beliefs revolve around the Nile. This mythology had a profound impact on
the Egyptian culture. It has influenced and inspired several religious
rituals and gave them the basis for kingship. Throughout Egypt symbols
and scenes from their myths appear in amulets, temples, and tombs. The
Egyptian mythology can serve a wide variety of purposes. Whether you
are want to learn something new or you are just looking for something
entertaining to read, this book has what you are looking for. Don't wait
any longer. All you need to do is scroll up right now and click on that
"buy now" button.
Circe Apr 15 2021 "A bold and subversive retelling of the goddess's
story," this #1 New York Times bestseller is "both epic and intimate in its
scope, recasting the most infamous female figure from the Odyssey as a
hero in her own right" (Alexandra Alter, The New York Times). In the
house of Helios, god of the sun and mightiest of the Titans, a daughter is
born. But Circe is a strange child -- not powerful, like her father, nor
viciously alluring like her mother. Turning to the world of mortals for
companionship, she discovers that she does possess power -- the power
of witchcraft, which can transform rivals into monsters and menace the
gods themselves. Threatened, Zeus banishes her to a deserted island,
where she hones her occult craft, tames wild beasts and crosses paths
with many of the most famous figures in all of mythology, including the
Minotaur, Daedalus and his doomed son Icarus, the murderous Medea,
and, of course, wily Odysseus. But there is danger, too, for a woman who
stands alone, and Circe unwittingly draws the wrath of both men and
gods, ultimately finding herself pitted against one of the most terrifying
and vengeful of the Olympians. To protect what she loves most, Circe
must summon all her strength and choose, once and for all, whether she
belongs with the gods she is born from, or the mortals she has come to
love. With unforgettably vivid characters, mesmerizing language, and
page-turning suspense, Circe is a triumph of storytelling, an intoxicating
epic of family rivalry, palace intrigue, love and loss, as well as a
celebration of indomitable female strength in a man's world. #1 New
York Times Bestseller -- named one of the Best Books of the Year by NPR,
the Washington Post, People, Time, Amazon, Entertainment Weekly,
Bustle, Newsweek, the A.V. Club, Christian Science Monitor, Refinery 29,
Buzzfeed, Paste, Audible, Kirkus, Publishers Weekly, Thrillist, NYPL,
Self, Real Simple, Goodreads, Boston Globe, Electric Literature,
BookPage, the Guardian, Book Riot, Seattle Times, and Business Insider.
The Mythology Book Dec 12 2020 Learn about compelling worlds and
characters depicted in myths and legends in The Mythology Book. Part of
the fascinating Big Ideas series, this book tackles tricky topics and
themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about Mythology in
this overview guide to the subject, great for novices looking to find out
more and experts wishing to refresh their knowledge alike! The
Mythology Book brings a fresh and vibrant take on the topic through eyecatching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This captivating
book will broaden your understanding of Mythology, with: - More than 80
classics retold and explained in mythology - Packed with facts, charts,
timelines and graphs to help explain core concepts - A visual approach to
big subjects with striking illustrations and graphics throughout - Easy to
follow text makes topics accessible for people at any level of
understanding The Mythology Book lets you delve into each myth,
discover the meanings behind them, and understand their significance to
different cultures worldwide - aimed at adults with an interest in the
subject and wanting to gain more of an overview. Here you’ll find global
coverage of world myths, profiling everything from the well-known tales
of the Greeks, Norsemen, and Egyptians to the legends of the Caribbean,
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the Americas, Oceania, and East Asia. Your Mythological Questions,
Simply Explained Learn about myths in this essential guide, from early
creation beliefs to classical hero narratives and the recurring theme of
the afterlife. Delve into each myth and discover the meanings behind
these stories, getting to the heart of their significance to different
cultures worldwide. If you thought it was difficult to learn about the
many classic stories, The Mythology Book presents key information in an
easy to follow layout. Discover Zeus, god of the sky and ruler of the
Olympian gods, Loki, the cunning trickster with a knack for causing
havoc, Thor with his mighty hammer, and Hades, ruler of the underworld
- and much more. The Big Ideas Series With millions of copies sold
worldwide, The Mythology Book is part of the award-winning Big Ideas
series from DK. The series uses striking graphics along with engaging
writing, making big topics easy to understand.
Hindu Mythology: Classic Stories of Hindu Myths, Gods,
Goddesses, Heroes and Monsters Feb 23 2022 Hindu mythology is
rich in detail yet, at times, features many contradictions. In this book, we
are going to recount many favorite and classic stories of Hindu myths,
gods, goddesses, heroes and monsters. In this text, many famous stories
are retold in a way that will allow you to understand the rich narrative
that takes place, from the classic mythological stories that you can read
and share with your family that teaches lessons of dharma to important
life and spiritual lessons. Some of the classic myths that are found inside
this book are: Myths of Origin The creation of Universe Arrival of
humans Concepts of the 4 Yuga Hindu Gods and Goddesses Brahma and
the Curse Vishnu and the Churning Ocean The Third Eye of Shiva
Sarasvati Saves the World The Birth of Shri Krishna Kalia The Elephant
Head of Ganesha Krishna and Indra Gopal A Brave Boy A Meeting with
Death Ajamil Turns a New Leaf Eklavya Trishank
The Everything Classical Mythology Book Aug 08 2020 Full of action,
romance, betrayal, passion, violence, and tragedy, the timeless ancient
Greek and Roman myths make great reading. With a cast of unique
characters and unbelievable story lines, classical mythology explains
phenomena such as creation, weather, nature, and the universe with
unparalleled drama. The Everything Classical Mythology Book is an
entertaining and educational guide that explains all the great myths and
explores how they have influenced language, art, music, psychology, and
even today's popular culture. The book tells the fascinating stories of the
gods' rise to power on Mount Olympus and of their frequent clashes with
larger-than-life heroes. Rounded out with a helpful glossary, an index of
characters, and many reading resources, this action-packed new addition
to the Everything series brings classical mythology to life!
Norse Mythology Jan 13 2021 We will meet Heroes, Giants, Monsters
and Divinities, bringing to light the wisdom that Odin drew from the
Fountain of Fate, kept among the roots of Yggdrasil, the World Tree.
Discover the Ancient and Legendary Norse Myths: meet the wise Odin,
the mighty Thor and the cunning Loki, follow them in their exploits, from
the beginning of time, to the last of the days, when the prophecy will
come true and Ragnarok will begin a new era. "Myths of the North" aims
to make Nordic Mythology known also to the non-specialist public. This
book is neither a novel nor an essay, but a simple, creative and
accessible way for everyone to approach the Myths and Legends that
animated Cold Europe in the ancient world. Much of the Norse
Mythology was written between the 12th and 14th centuries AD, but it
draws on earlier events and traditions, part of a culture transmitted by
the tales of the scalds, bards and poets of the Nordic Tradition. Among
swords with legendary powers forged by dwarves and blacksmiths who
went down in history, among Valkyries willing to do anything to protect
the beloved hero, among epic battles, sea voyages, plundering and
prophecies, we will discover the most fascinating stories and the
legendary Norse Myths. Runes are ancient symbols that hold deep
meaning. Each one shows a glimpse into the fascinating Norse
Cosmology, with its gods and heroes. It was Odin, the god of wisdom,
magic and war, who created the runes. Legend has it that he spent nine
days and nine nights hanging from the great World Tree, pierced by a
spear. From the blood that dripped from his wound, runes were created.
Sigurd, the hero who defeated the dragon, learned to use the runes from
the words of a Valkyrie. From the harsh lands of Scandinavia come the
stories and legends of the gods and goddesses of the North: mighty Thor,
devious Loki, enchanting Freyja and the great Father of All, Odin.
Illustrations of gods, ice giants, trolls and monsters enliven these tales
with a riot of color and magic. You will be fascinated by the timeless
stories that tell of the worlds, lives and loves of the ancient Norse gods.
As you glide through the pages of the book you will come across poetic
legends of gods, goddesses, trolls and giants; illustrations that make the
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narrated events even more vivid; boxes with in-depth information on the
historical and cultural context of the events told; links between the
events told and the history, culture and geography of Scandinavia; and a
reference bibliography for those who want to know more! CONTENT:
History and Curiosities Magic Runes The Vikings Birth of Nordic
Literature THE EDDA Main Gods. The 9 Worlds (Kingdoms)
Ginnungagap -The Creation and Birth of the Universe Ymir - The giant
born from the earth Yggdrasil - The World Ash Tree Asgardh - The divine
city Valhalla - Warrior's Paradise Hel - The kingdom of the dead The Fate
of the Gods The Idhunn Apple Theft The Conquest of Cursed Gold The
Birth of Sleipnir Loki Rade A Zero Sif Thor versus Geirrodhr Thor vs. the
World Serpent Thor Without a Hammer Thor Vittoira or Defeat?
Mythology Book The Oct 22 2021 More than 80 classic myths retold
and explained, from early creation beliefs to classical hero narratives and
the recurring theme of the afterlife. The latest title in the bestselling Big
Ideas series, The Mythology Bookexplores the compelling worlds and
characters depicted in myths and legends. Delve into each myth and
discover the meanings behind these stories, getting to the heart of their
significance to different cultures worldwide. More than just stories,
myths are testament to the amazing creativity of humans striving to
explain and make sense of the world around them. Revisit your favourite
myths and discover brand new ones- discover Zeus, god of the sky and
ruler of the Olympian gods, Loki, the cunning trickster with a knack for
causing havoc, Thor with his mighty hammer, and Hades, ruler of the
underworld. Beyond the gods and goddesses of Ancient Greek, Roman,
and Norse myths this book delves into the stories woven by the
Australian aborigines, the Cherokee, and Aztecs, each brimming with
amazing characters and insights into human existence.
A Child's Introduction to Greek Mythology Mar 03 2020 Presents an
introduction to Greek mythology, discussing the roles of gods and
goddesses, as well as the adventures of heroes and mythical beings.
Egyptian Mythology May 29 2022 Do you know that the ancient
Egyptians believed that People were made out of clay by their river god?
For eons, the wisdom cultivated by the Egyptian people has been extolled
time and time again. These timeless myths are fountains of insight and,
many would argue, beacons of light that can shatter the darkness of
ignorance. For those of you that are ready and willing to receive these
ancient messages, your time has come. All you need to do is start
reading. Then the wisdom of Thoth will begin to stir inside you. Some of
the stories that you will find in this book are: The Story of Re The Book of
Thoth The Story of Isis and Osiris Anubis and the Underworld The Great
Queen Hatshepsut Horus: The Conquer of Set The Shipwrecked Sailor
The Girl with Rose-Red Slippers The Adventure of Sinuhe The Taking of
Joppa The Land of the Dead The Golden Lotus The Seven Year Famine:
Khnemu of the Nile Bastet and the Cats The Peasant and the Workman
Sphinx and the Prince The Treasure Thief And more! Every story has
been formatted to create a clear and concise retelling for all of those who
are not already familiar with the lore of ancient Egyptian culture!
Classic Myths to Read Aloud Feb 11 2021 The most complete collection
of Greek and Roman myths specially arranged to be read aloud to
children aged five to twelve. "Every child deserves this book. Those who
do the reading aloud will be enlightened and rewarded, too."--Edwin
Newman Line drawings.
Greek Mythology: The Gods, Goddesses, and Heroes Handbook Oct 10
2020 Includes bibliographic references and index.
Norse Mythology Mar 15 2021 Have you ever wondered how Thor got
his hammer? Norse Mythology: Classic Stories of the Norse Gods,
Goddesses, Heroes, and Monsters contains stories passed down from the
ancient Norse religion, practiced by the Vikings and other northern
people who live in modern-day Scandinavia, Iceland, and throughout the
British Isles. Inside this book you will find myths that answer the
following questions: How did Odin form the world from Ymir's body and
make men and women from wood? What are the names of the nine
realms and who (or what) live in them? Why does Odin have only one eye
and why does Tyr have only one hand? Where the gift of poetry comes
from? Who are Loki's children and why does Odin fear them? Why do the
gods fear the end of the world and what will happen at Ragnarok? In this
book, you will also find many stories about the gods Thor and Loki and
their exploits in the land of the giants. You will read the story of the
dwarf Andvari and his golden ring-the myth that is the basis for Robert
Wagner's famous opera The Ring of Nibelung as well as J. R. R. Tolkien's
Lord of the Rings trilogy. And, in these pages, you will find the story of
the mortal hero Sigurd and his battle with the dragon Fafnir. Whether
you are new to Norse Mythology or looking to dive into the rich,
fantastical world, Norse Mythology: Classic Stories of the Norse Gods,
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Goddesses, Heroes, and Monsters is the place to start!
Treasury of Egyptian Mythology Oct 02 2022 The new National
Geographic Treasury of Egyptian Mythology is a stunning tableau of
Egyptian myths, including those of pharaohs, queens, the boisterous Sun
God Ra, and legendary creatures like the Sphinx. The lyrical storytelling
of award-winning author Donna Jo Napoli dramatizes the timeless tales
of ancient Egypt in the year when Angelina Jolie will make Cleopatra a
multimedia star. And just like the popular National Geographic Treasury
of Greek Mythology, the stories in this book will be beautifully illustrated
to bring ancient characters vividly to life. The stories are embellished
with sidebars that provide historical, cultural, and geographic context
and a mapping feature that adds to the fun and fascination. Resource
notes and ample back matter direct readers to discover more about
ancient Egypt. With its attractive design and beautiful narrative, this
accessible treasury stands out from all other mythology titles in the
marketplace.
D'Aulaires Book of Greek Myths Jan 25 2022 "I doubt I would have
grown up to be the writer and artist I became had I not fallen in love
with D’Aulaire’s Book of Greek Myths at the age of seven."—R. J. Palacio,
author of Wonder Kids can lose themselves in a world of myth and magic
while learning important cultural history in this beloved classic collection
of Greek mythology. Now updated with a new cover and an afterword
featuring never-before-published drawings from the sketchbook of Ingri
and Edgar D'Aulaire, plus an essay about their life and work and photos
from the family achive. In print for over fifty years, D'Aulaires Book of
Greek Myths has introduced generations to Greek mythology—and
continues to enthrall young readers. Here are the greats of ancient
Greece—gods and goddesses, heroes and monsters—as freshly described
in words and pictures as if they were alive today. No other volume of
Greek mythology has inspired as many young readers as this timeless
classic. Both adults and children alike will find this book a treasure for
years to come.
Icarus Sep 08 2020 When Icarus's father is imprisoned, he invents a way
for him and Icarus to escape. Find out how in this brilliantly illustrated
Greek myth. Pink level for your fluent reader.
Greek Myths Nov 10 2020 This collection contains more than 30
enthralling new retellings of favorite myths as well as some you might
not have heard before! Including Theseus and the Minotaur, The Twelve
Labors of Heracles, and the escapades of Jason and the Argonauts, each
myth is told in engaging modern language, which is easy for children to
understand yet still retains the humor and intrigue of the original tales.
Stunning illustrations by multi-award winning artist Katie Ponder
breathe new life into each classic story. Additional feature pages delve
deeper into the mythical world, providing profiles of the gods. The
reference section provides key background information, such as Ancient
Greek storytelling and the incredible beasts of the myths, and a
pronunciation guide. Greek Myths is the perfect gift, featuring foil on the
cover and beautiful illustrations throughout. Children will love exploring
the tales by themselves or as bedtime stories. It will be treasured
forever.
Greek Mythology Books for Kids Nov 22 2021 Greek Mythology Books for
Kids encourages the love and learning of Greek Mythology. Be captivated
by 3 stories: Arachne and Athena, Pandora's Box, & Phaeton and Helios.
Then, learn a little about 20 important figures that have influenced
stories, art, and intrigued the imagination of the world!
Japanese Mythology: Classic Stories of Japanese Myths, Gods,
Goddesses, Heroes, and Monsters Jul 31 2022 Giant monsters. Tales
of eternal love. The beginning of creation. Pint-sized warriors. Long
voyages and insurmountable heroics are only a small piece of the classic
myths that have helped shape Japan
Egyptian Mythology Illustrated for Beginners. Sep 28 2019 The
"Egyptian Mythology Illustrated for Beginners" is a stunning tableau of
Egyptian myths, including those of pharaohs, queens, the boisterous Sun
God Ra and legendary creatures.The lyrical and simply storytelling of
ancient Egypt in the year when Angelina Jolie will make Cleopatra a
multimedia star and the stories in this book will be beautifully illustrated
to bring the ancient characters back to live. The Stories are embellished
with cultural and geographic context illustrations with a mapping feature
that adds fun and charm. Resource notes and back matter direct readers
to discover more about ancient Egypt and her Myths With its attractive
design and beautiful narrative, this accessible treasury stands out from
all other mythology titles in the marketplace .If you want to start taking
your first steps in the fascinating Egyptian Mythology: This book is for
you!
Greek & Roman Jun 05 2020 The book with embellishments of each
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story: sidebars for each god, goddess, hero, and monster link the myths
to constellations, geography, history, and culture to help young readers
connect the stories to real life events, people, and places. A family tree
and a "cast of characters" profile page help make relationships between
the characters clear, and a mapping feature adds to the fun and
fascination. Resource notes and ample back matter directing readers to
more information round out this luminous book. Sure to dazzle all those
intrigued with the fantastic tales of Greek mythology and enchant new
readers, this vibrant book will soon become a family keepsake.
Mythology Sep 01 2022 Do you know how many wives Zeus had? Or
how the famous Trojan War was caused by one beautiful lady? Or how
Thor got his hammer? Give your imagination a real treat. This Mega
Mythology Collection is for you. Get 8 books with the price of 3 today!
Greek Mythology: From the beginning of the Cosmos to the Odyssey, be
ready to venture into an exciting world of love, loyalty, infidelity,
vengeance, deception, and intrigue! Learn about: - Hear about the
creation myth that started it all. - Travel to Mount Olympus and live
among the gods and goddesses. - Tag along with the heroes and villains
on their quests from high above on Mount Olympus to Earth and then
beneath the surface to the gloomy world of Hades. - Learn about the
fascinating Greek gods and goddesses and the rivalry between them.
Celtic Mythology: In this all-inclusive guide to Celtic mythology, you will
be able to follow the adventures of the Celts through history and
understand the true meaning behind popular myths. This comprehensive
Celtic mythology guide will allow you to embark on an epic adventure
through: - Introduction to the Celts - The Mythological Cycle: The
Children of Lir and The Wooing of Étain - The Ulster Cycle: The Life of
Cú Chulainn - The Fenian Cycle: Stories of Finn mac Cúmhaill - The
Kings' Cycle: Stories of Cormac mac Airt - Welsh Mythology: The Four
Branches of Mabinogi and Classic Welsh Myths Norse Mythology: Norse
Mythology: Classic Stories of the Norse Gods, Goddesses, Heroes, and
Monsters contains stories passed down from the ancient Norse religion,
practiced by the Vikings and other northern people who live in modernday Scandinavia, Iceland, and throughout the British Isles. Inside this
book, you will find myths that answer the following questions: - How did
Odin form the world from Ymir's body and make men and women from
wood? - What are the names of the nine realms and who (or what) live in
them? - Why does Odin have only one eye, and why does Tyr have only
one hand? - Where the gift of poetry comes from? - Who are Loki's
children, and why does Odin fear them? - Why do the gods fear the end
of the world, and what will happen at Ragnarok? And 5 more similar
audiobooks on Japanese Mythology, Hindu Mythology, Chinese
Mythology, Mesopotamian Mythology and Egyptian Mythology! The 8
manuscripts included in this collection are: - Greek Mythology: Classic
Stories of the Greek Gods, Goddesses, Heroes, and Monsters - Celtic
Mythology: Classic Stories of the Celtic Gods, Goddesses, Heroes, and
Monsters - Norse Mythology: Classic Stories of the Norse Gods,
Goddesses, Heroes, and Monsters - Japanese Mythology: Classic Stories
of Japanese Myths, Gods, Goddesses, Heroes, and Monsters - Hindu
Mythology: Classic Stories of Hindu Myths, Gods, Goddesses, Heroes and
Monsters - Chinese Mythology: Classic Stories of Chinese Myths, Gods,
Goddesses, Heroes, and Monsters - Mesopotamian Mythology: Classic
stories from the Sumerian Mythology, Akkadian Mythology, Babylonian
Mythology and Assyrian Mythology - Egyptian Mythology: Classic Stories
of Egyptian Myths, Gods, Goddesses, Heroes, and Monsters
Chinese Mythology: Classic Stories of Chinese Myths, Gods, Goddesses,
Heroes, and Monsters Jan 01 2020 Have you ever wondered why the
Chinese are lighting these loud firecrackers on New Year
Egyptian Mythology Illustrated for Beginners. Nov 30 2019 The
"Egyptian Mythology Illustrated for Beginners" is a stunning tableau of
Egyptian myths, including those of pharaohs, queens, the boisterous Sun
God Ra and legendary creatures.The lyrical and simply storytelling of
ancient Egypt in the year when Angelina Jolie will make Cleopatra a
multimedia star and the stories in this book will be beautifully illustrated
to bring the ancient characters back to live. The Stories are embellished
with cultural and geographic context illustrations with a mapping feature
that adds fun and charm. Resource notes and back matter direct readers
to discover more about ancient Egypt and her Myths With its attractive
design and beautiful narrative, this accessible treasury stands out from
all other mythology titles in the marketplace .If you want to start taking
your first steps in the fascinating Egyptian Mythology: This book is for
you!
Antigone Rising Jun 17 2021 A witty, inspiring reckoning with the
ancient Greek and Roman myths and their legacy, from what they can
illuminate about #MeToo to the radical imagery of Beyoncé. The picture
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of classical antiquity most of us learned in school is framed in certain
ways -- glossing over misogyny while omitting the seeds of feminist
resistance. Many of today's harmful practices, like school dress codes,
exploitation of the environment, and rape culture, have their roots in the
ancient world. But in Antigone Rising, classicist Helen Morales reminds
us that the myths have subversive power because they are told -- and
read -- in different ways. Through these stories, whether it's Antigone's
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courageous stand against tyranny or the indestructible Caeneus, who
inspires trans and gender queer people today, Morales uncovers hidden
truths about solidarity, empowerment, and catharsis. Antigone Rising
offers a fresh understanding of the stories we take for granted, showing
how we can reclaim them to challenge the status quo, spark resistance,
and rail against unjust regimes.
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